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Abstract: 

Now a day’s Parents have more responsibility than older about their children's. Because Crimes rates are increasing day by day in our 

country, Crimes such as Child Amusement, Rapes, Murders, Illegal Relationship to avoid these kind of crimes parents must watch 

their children every step. Eventually mobile phones cause major allegations on our society. Many teens (especially girls) must be 

noticed by their own parents, it’s our duty. But sometimes children's are arguing with their parents for watching their steps, to 

overcome these issues, we need to watch them through online.. After considering all these factors we implemented the system 

“Mobile Activity Monitoring System Using Android Spy” This system is implemented for tracking the daily activity of the users with 

their android mobiles. We have a solution for monitoring their child activities through mobile phone without their knowledge. We can 

see their recent activities like Messaging, Call logs, Contacts, Location. In child mobile, the process will only happen in a background. 

For their view its act like other application like calculator. For can easily track their current details including GPS Location tracker. 

 
I.INTRODUCTION 

 

On the digital century where technology reaches kids hands, 

guardians may worry about the effect of this very open world on 

their kids’ development. Because the technology shares good as 

well as bad we only want to teach the things which are bad. 

Mobile phones would be used as most usual things in our life 

even a vegetable vendor can also have a smart phone with 4G 

Internet . In present situation mobile is the most dangerous thing 

that we handle in a daily life. Students are most affected by these 

mobiles they can easily drops in a big crimes. We have a 

awareness about mobiles, because for the use of mobiles games 

many young and small kids will suicide and killed. We have to 

face a lot more on  a technology, because many researchers have 

already told that our country future is only on the part of 

technology Monitoring and controlling methodologies and 

approaches have been developed as the technologies are started 

or developed [3] As human being, there are some concerns when 

using emerging technology. Administrator can easily detect the 

breaches of security and leaking of the confidential data from 

one organization to another organization. This system brings 

awareness in working hours and increases the efficiency in work 

and provides high level logical security to the industry. This 

system is not only helpful for organization but also useful for 

tracking victim with their location, tracking of students 

performing activity on their android mobile phones in classroom, 

tracking of kids performing unnecessary activity on their mobile 

phones by the parents and also can get location alert from their 

kids, for the government agencies to prevent the data leakage. 

 

III. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

A Self-Configurable New Generation Children Tracking 

System 
Hiroshima City Children Tracking System is a safety support 

system for children based on ad hoc network technologies. Field 

experiments have been conducted in cooperation with an 

elementary school in Hiroshima. In this paper, we propose a new 

generation children. Tracking system which is based on 

experiences and findings of the field experiments for Hiroshima 

City Children Tracking System. Our proposed system consists of 

Android terminals which has Wireless LAN device and 

Bluetooth device with the ad hoc communication function. Our 

system manages groups of Android terminals using Autonomous 

Clustering technique. Challenges with gathering data techniques 

using mobile and unexpected environment (mobile context), as 

well as, the privacy issues on gathering personal information 

from a third party applications. 
 

Security Level in a Monitoring System 

In critical security and safety monitoring systems, the 

information security level of the monitoring system might change 

rapidly because of hostile attacks targeted at it. A self-

measurement mechanism can be used for the preservation and 

improvement of the information security level during the whole 

mission of a monitoring network. We propose our initial ideas for 

composing an integrated security metrics framework for a 

dynamic self-organized monitoring system based on mobile ad 

hoc networks structured according to currently known security 

challenges. The aim is to predict, as well as to monitor, the 

security level, concentrating on the principal effects contributing 

to it. 
 

mTracker: A Mobile Tracking Application 

The use of mobile devices has become part of our daily routine. 

Recently, mobile devices like mobile phones or portable digital 

displays (PDAs) are equipped with global positioning system 

(GPS) receptors that allow us to get the device geographic 

position in real time. This paper describes a tracking application 

tool, called mobile tracker, which uses location-based services 

(LBs) like GPS or global system for mobile (GSM) network to 

track a mobile device. Through the known geographic position, 

this application enables the user to track a mobile device and 

send alerts if it is out of the radius around an interest point, 

previously defined by the application administrator. 
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III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 

The basic operation of the proposed child tracking system is that 

when a violation of child safe is detected, a specific sensor in 

child module will produce a signal. This signal will be sent from 

these sensors and GPS to microcontroller then through 

transmitter to parent module. The parent module will take the 

decision and start the violation handling procedure. As shown in 

figure 3, the operation of the child tracking system requires 

certain hardware between child model and parent one. This 

includes a certain driving circuit that activates the sensors. The 

main hardware parts of child tracking system are; sensor driving 

circuits, GPS, PIC, Transceiver, Buzzer, LCD and Keypad. The 

details of each module will be described in the next sections. 

 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

 

Parent: 

The access of tis module is only for parents. They can easily 

access the activities of their children mobile devices 

 

Register: 

Parent need to register themselves by filling up basic registration 

details and by creating valid login credentials. 

 

Login: 

After successful registration, parent need to login using their 

valid login credentials. If parents want to authorize the 

authentication for accessing their child mobile activities 

 

Add/ View Child Details: 
Once the parent is logged into the application, he/she can add 

their children details. Parent can also view their added children 

activities without their knowledge . 

 

View: 

Once the child details are added, parent can view various details 

from child’s Smartphone as follows: 

 

Call Logs: 

Displays all the recent call logs from child’s Smartphone. 

 
Messages: 

Displays all the messages from child’s Smartphone. We can 

view their recent messages with the details of sender. 

 

Location: 

Displays location of child’s Smartphone. Using the GPS in a 

Mobile we can trace the child location. 

Contacts: 

 

Displays all the contact from child’s Smartphone. We can see 

their contact book without their choice 

 

Child: 

Login: 

Registered child need to login using valid login credentials. 
 

Use Calculator: 

After successful login, a fully functional calculator will be 

displayed which can be used by the child itself. They can aware 

about parent monitoring. 

 
V. CONCLUSION 

 

This project demonstrated a discussion on developing systems 

and approaches to control, manage, and monitor the use of 

different electronic devices. The project discussed some of 

research efforts related to monitoring mobile devices and some of 

the developed techniques. Accordingly, the project concluded 

some of the main research challenges when researching this area 

including the difficulty on maintain privacy and providing 

normal and clear data while using mobile devices. Furthermore, 

the project included the implantation of the monitoring system 

called Time’s Up application, which will help guardians to 

control and evaluate their kids use of mobile devices. The 

analysis, design, and implementation for the proposed system, 

Time’s Up, are included. 
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